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1. Introduction. The notion of gentle perturbations was first introduced by K. O. Friedrichs in connection with some mathematical
questions of the quantum theory of fields [ l ] , while the theory of
smooth perturbations was introduced by T. Kato in the study of
wave operator in scattering theory [2]. It is naturally interesting to
find out the relationship between these two concepts. In a recent
paper [3, §5] the author was able to prove that every gentle operator
of second kind (the class of integral operators with L1 kernels) relative
to some given operator T is a jH-doubly smooth operator (see Definition 1.1 below). However, the question whether a jT-gentle operator
of first kind (the class of operators which can be represented as integral operators with Holder continuous kernels in a representation in
which T is diagonalized) is a T-doubly smooth operator remains unsettled. The purpose of this note is to announce a partial answer to
this question. More specifically, we are able to give a simple direct
proof that the class of selfadjoint gentle operators of finite rank and
the class of nonnegative selfadjoint gentle operators are doubly
smooth. Finally we apply our results to obtain some stability theorem
on small perturbations.
Throughout this note let H, H' be separable Hubert spaces and let
T be a selfadjoint operator in H with its spectral family {ET(S) }. It
is known (see [2, Theorem 5.1]) that a closed, densely defined operator A from H to H' with domain D(A)DD(T)
is T-smooth if \\A\\T
< oo, where
2

|M||r = sup|M£K/)«||V|/|y ,

the suprema are taken over all 0 ^ w £ F and all semiclosed finite
interval ƒ = (a, 6 ] with \l\ = the length of I and ET(I) = ET(b)—ET(a).
DEFINITION 1.1. Two closed, densely defined operators A, B from
H to H' are said to form a T-doubly smooth pair, if they satisfy the
following conditions.
(i) Both A and B are T-smooth, and
(ii) There exists a constant N < oo such that
| | i ! ( r - z)~lB*u'\\ g N\\u%

Im z ^ 0, vt G #(•#*),

where B* denotes the adjoint operator of B.
1
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An operator K is called a T-doubly smooth operator, if it can be
represented formally as the product B*A with [A, B] a T-doubly
smooth pair.
Since the notion of T-smoothness is essentially related to the continuous spectrum of T (cf. [2, Remark 1.8]), in what follows we shall
assume, for simplicity, that the spectrum of T is simple and absolutely continuous. Let 5 = supp(r) be the support of T (i.e. the
smallest Borel subset of the real line for which ET(S) = 1 ; note that 5
is unbounded for unbounded 7"). By spectral representation theorem
(cf. [4], [S], [l]) T admits a simple direct spectral transformation U
(unitary) from H to L2(S) such that U carries T into the multiplication operator M of L2(S). That is T— U*MU, where Mu(x) — xu{x)
iortiED(M)CL*(S).
The system {M, L2(S)} will be called the spectral representation of the system { T, H] under U.
Let k(x, y) be a complex valued function defined on SXS. For
0 < a < l and 0 < j 8 < l , define
Ai&(*> y) = Ir+[k(x + h,y) - k(x, y)]9
A2k(x, y) = lr+[k(xf y + h) - *(*, y)],

e i * ( * , y ) - ( i + I *!«)*(*, y),
Ö i * ( * , y ) - ( i + I y !•)*(*, y)
and set
||*||«^ = supmax{ | Q1Q2HX, y) \ , | QiA2^(x, y) \ ,
| Ö2Ai£0r, y) | , | AiA2K*, y)\]
where the suprema are taken over (x, y) £ S X S and 0 < h .
The collection of all such functions k with \\k\\a,a < °° is denoted by
* ( « , A 5).
2
DEFINITION 1.2. Let {ikf, L (5)} be the spectral representation of
{T, H] under U. An integral operator K from L 2 (5) to L 2 (5) with
kernel k(x, y) is said to be ikf-gentle, if ||fe||«f5< °° for some 0 < a < l
and 0 < j8 < 1. The class of such operators is also denoted by R(a, j8, 5).
This is an extension of the first gentle space of Friedrichs [4], [5].
The properties of such classes are given in [ó], [7].
2
2
DEFINITION 1.3. An operator K from L (S) to L (S) is said to be
Af-absolutely gentle, if its absolute value | K\ = (K*K)112 is JW-gentle.
REMARK 1.4. (1) Evidently every nonnegative self adjoint If-gen tie
operator K is If-absolutely gentle. For in this case K = | K\.
(2) Let KERfa j8, S) be selfadjoint of finite rank. Then K can be
written in its dyadic form K = ][^;( >ƒ;)ƒ» (ƒ — 1» 2, • • • n), where the
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{ƒƒ} are the eigenfunctions of K and the {ej} are the corresponding
eigenvalues. It is known (cf. [6, Appendix III]) that k(xty)
= 5 ^ / ( * ) [ / i 6 0 ] ~ belongs to R(a, ft S) implies that fjER(a, /3, S)
(as functions of one variable). The kernel ft of \K\ is precisely
k(x, y) = Yl\ ej\fAx) [fj(y)]~- Since R(a, j8, S) is a linear space (complete in its norm), it follows that kÇER(at /?, S). Thus K is ikf-absolutely gentle.
2. The main results. Let {M, L 2 (5)} be the spectral representation
of {7\ H\ under U throughout this section.
THEOREM 2.1. If K is a self adjoint M-absolutely gentle operator in
i 2 (5), then the corresponding operator UKU* is a T-doubly smooth
operator in H.
THEOREM 2.2. Let KER(a, ft S), 0 <a < 1, 0 </3 < 1, be a self adjoint
M-gentle operator of finite rank. Then there exists a constant N < <»
depending on a, /3 and ||&||a,0 such that for any complex number e with
| c| < 1/iV, the operator M+eK is spectrally absolutely continuous and is
unitarily equivalent to M.
THEOREM 2.3. The result of Theorem 2.2 holds true if one replaces
selfadjoint M-gentle operator offiniterank" by unonnegative self adjoint
M-gentle operator".

a

Theorem 2.2 and 2.3arestability theorems on small gentle perturbations. Their proofs follow easily from Remark 1.4, Theorem 2.1 and
a result on smooth perturbations due to Kato [2, Theorem 1.5].
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following lemmas. We
shall give an outline of their proofs. Full details will appear elsewhere.
LEMMA 2.4. A pair of operators \A, B] is T-doubly smooth in H if
and only if its representation [U*A [7, U*BU\ is M-doubly smooth in
LHS).

This lemma is an immediate consequence of the following identities.
\\U*AUEM(I)\\2 = \\AUEM(I)\\2 = \\A[UEM(I)U*]A*\\
(1)

=\\AET(I)A*\\=\\AET(I)\\\

and
\\U*AU(M - z)~lU*BU\\ = \\A[U(M - z)~lU*]B\\
(2)

=\\A[U*(M-z)U]-iB\\
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LEMMA 2.5. Every self adjoint M-absolutely gentle operator K can be
written as the product BA of two self adjoint operators A, B with the
property that the pair [A, B] is M-doubly smooth in L2(S).
PROOF. Let K = W\ K\ be the polar decomposition of K. Since K is
selfadjöint, we have W—W* and W2 = l, moreover W commutes
with K and |JKT| (cf. [8, pp. 334-336]). Set A = \K\U2 and
2? = W| i £ | 1 / 2 ; thus K = BA, A and B both selfadjoint. By our assumption \K\ is an integral operator with kernel kÇzR(a, ft S) for some
0 < a < l and 0 < / ? < l . Now we use the notion of Schmidt norm to
estimate the operator AEM(I),
for each IQ.S. We found that
H ^ E M C / J H ^ C I / | , where ||-|| 2 denotes the Schmidt norm and C
= sup| k(x, y) | over (x, y) G S X S (which is attained since k is gentle).
It follows that m | | M ^ C 1 / 2 . Hence A is Af-smooth. The lf-smoothness of B is proved similarly.
It remains to show the existence of a constant N<<x> for which
\\A(M-z)-lBu\\
^N\\U\\
holds uniformly in z for Im s^O,
uED(B).
To this end we first show that the derivative of AEM(s)B with respect
to s exists in the uniform operator topology. We denote it by AEM (S)B.
Next we succeeded in proving that the (B(L2(5)) (Banach algebra of
all bounded operators on L2(S)) valued function AEM (S)B is Holder
continuous with the Holder exponent /? and it vanishes at infinity
with the Holder quotient a in the norm of ($>(L2(S)). T h a t is, as a
function of s, AEM (s)B belongs to the class R(a, j8, S). We have
||-4EJI/ (•)-S||«.j8^||fc||«./J« Finally we apply a result of Plemelj-Privalov
(see [9, Chapter 2]) to obtain a uniform bound of the operator
A(M-z)~lB.
Recall
T H E O R E M P (PLEMELJ-PRIVALOV). Let g(s) be a H-valued
belongs to R(a, ft 5), 0 < c * < l and 0 < / 3 < l . Define

G(z) = f g(s) • (z - s^ds,
J s

function

Imz^O.

Then the function G{z) is Holder continuous in the norm of H with the
same Holder exponent ft Moreover there exists a constant C depends on
a, P such that \\G(z)\\ g C\\g\\a^
I t is well known that
A(M - z)~lBu = f AE'M(S)BU-(Z

- s)~lds,

Imz^O,

u G D(B).

J 8

Since AEM (s)BÇ:R(ai ft 5), by Theorem P, we therefore have
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|| il (If - z)^Bu\\

g C\\AÉM(-)BtJ{\afi

û
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C\\AEM{-)B\\ai(i\\u\\y

for uÇuD(B) and l m zj*Q. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5.
Theorem 2.1 follows from Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.
R E M A R K 2.6. If the spectrum of T is not simple, then the spectral
representation of the system {T, H} is a system {Jkf, L 2 (5, § ) }
where ^p is an accessory Hubert space. Our proofs can be carried over
literally to this case (with some obvious modifications).
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